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Understanding the transport and dynamics of ionic charges at solid-liquid interfaces is relevant to 

a variety of domains, from energy harvesting or energy storage, to catalysis, nanofiltration or electrochemistry 
[1]. However, fundamental understanding of these dynamic interfacial processes remains poor, due the 
difficulties in obtaining surface-specific information at both high spatial and temporal resolution. In this 
context, we recently demonstrated that optically active defects hosted at the surface of 2D hexagonal Boron 
Nitride (hBN) crystals can be used as optical markers to track the motion of single H+ proton charges at 
the hBN/liquid interface. Applying Single Molecule and Super-Resolution Microscopy techniques, we could 
reveal single excess proton trajectories through the successive protonation and activation of optically 
active defects at the surface of the crystal [2, 3] (see Figure). 

The aim of the internship is to take advantage of this unique experimental system, to investigate at 
the single charge scale various out-of-equilibrium effects taking place at solid/liquid interfaces. Relying 
on standard microfabrication techniques, we will couple the Single-Molecule Localization Microscope with 
electronic, ionic and fluidic transport measurements on micro or nanofluidic channels encapsulating the hBN 
surface. Coupling these averaged transport measurements with observations of the dynamics at the single-
defect level, we will probe how the dynamic of single charges couples with external fluidic and electric forcings 
applied to the interface. These observations will help us to get novel single-charge insights on a variety of 
out-of-equilibrium dynamic processes taking place at solid/liquid interfaces. The internship can be followed 
by a PhD. 

 
Luminescence migration reveals proton trajectories. (a) Time series for spatial migration of luminescence at the surface of the flake. 
Scale bar, 500 nm. Projected pixel size is 100 nm. (b) Reconstructed trajectory, colour-coded with increasing time. (c) Schematic 
depicting luminescence migration events, consisting of successive (i) proton adsorption (appearance of a luminescence spot at the 
surface of the flake), (ii) excess proton hopping between surface defects (diffusion of the luminescence spot) and (iii) proton desorption 
from the surface of the flake (disappearance of the luminescence spot). 
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These numerical observations allow us to propose the phenom-
enological three-state model depicted in Fig. 1e. In the absence 
of illumination, the number of protonated defects is fixed by the 
acid–base equilibrium V!

B "H" , VBH
I

. Probing this equilibrium 
experimentally, we determine a pKa !14

I
, consistent with the strong 

basicity evidenced by the simulations (Supplementary Fig. 8). Upon 
illumination, defects in the protonated state are converted to their 
excited state V*

BH
I

, from which they can either decay radiatively back 
to the ground state VBH

I
, or lose their protons to be converted back 

to V!
B
I

, through an excited-state proton transfer35 (Supplementary 
Fig. 4). This second non-radiative pathway leads to the initial 
decrease of the number of active defects upon illumination (Fig. 1d  
and Supplementary Fig. 5) by effectively shifting the chemical 
equilibrium between V!

B
I

 and VBH
I

, reaching a second steady-state 
level under constant laser illumination. This photoacidic behav-
iour is consistent with the relative excited-state energy levels of 
the protonated and deprotonated defect33 (Supplementary Fig. 4). 
Consistently, a decrease in the number of active defects at steady 
state is observed for increasing illumination power (Supplementary 
Fig. 11). This ON/OFF transition between distinct protonation 
states, reported here for defects in hBN, is commonly observed for 
fluorescent dyes36,37. Note, finally, that while our observations and 
ab initio simulations are consistent with the VBH=V!

B
I

 transition 
between emissive and non-emissive states, other types of defects 
with nitrogen-dangling bonds and distinct protonation states could 
also be responsible for these observations.

Luminescence migration reveals proton trajectories
Since the defects are emissive in their protonated form, monitoring 
luminescence events at the surface of the flake allows us to directly 
track down the spatiotemporal dynamics of defect protonation. 
Figure 2a shows the temporal evolution over 600 ms of the lumi-
nescence in a 1 ! 1 "m2 region at the surface of a flake immersed in 
de-ionized water (pH ~5.5), with subpixel localization of the posi-
tion of the emitter shown as the red cross. As highlighted in this 
sequence of images, a single diffraction-limited luminescence spot 
spatially wanders between successive frames over a total distance 
of ~500 nm. Consecutive localizations allow us to reconstruct the 

position of successively activated defects, shown as the red line trace 
in Fig. 2a and the reconstructed trajectory in Fig. 2b, with a radius 
corresponding to uncertainty in localizations. The observation of 
the consecutive activation of luminescence of nearby defects over 
30 successive frames points to the presence of a single activating 
excess proton hopping from defect to defect (Fig. 2c, inset), and 
leading to the observed spatiotemporal activation of luminescence. 
Importantly, monitoring defect activation over the whole flake 
allows us to discard artefacts in these observed trajectories related 
to stage drift or random activation of emitters (Supplementary Figs. 
14 and 15). As schematically represented in Fig. 2c, this observed 
sequence of correlated luminescence events must then correspond 
to (i) the adsorption of a proton at the site of one defect, leading to 
the appearance of a luminescence spot at the surface of the flake 
(Fig. 2a, t = 0 ms), followed by (ii) hopping of the excess proton 
between nearby surface defects over the total residence time TR, 
with successive hopping length !l

I
 and (iii) the desorption of the 

proton from the flake surface, leading to extinction of luminescence 
(Fig. 2a, t = 620 ms). Importantly, we demonstrate through simula-
tions that such correlated luminescence events and trajectories can-
not stem from the random activation of emitters at the surface, and 
must correspond to the correlated transfer of single excess proton 
between defects (Supplementary Discussion 3.2). Following the 
three-state model of Fig. 1e, the variation in luminescence intensity 
observed between successive frames could stem from fluctuations 
between radiative and non-radiative recombination of the excited 
defects, for example, due to transient proton unbinding and gemi-
nate recombination35. Albeit in a different context, the concepts 
presented here for single-proton tracking are similar to strategies 
explored in single-molecule and single-enzyme catalysis38–40.

Interfacial mobility and desorption-limited transport
These correlated proton trajectories occur consistently and repeat-
edly upon constant illumination (Supplementary Video 2). We 
track and analyse their dynamics using standard single-particle 
tracking techniques41, focusing on the steady-state regime with a 
constant averaged density of active defects per frame of ~0.1–1 per 
10 "m2 (Fig. 1d, dashed boxes). Individual trajectories are defined 
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Fig. 2 | Luminescence migration reveals proton trajectories. a, Time series for spatial migration of luminescence at the surface of the flake, with wide-field 
images showing the localized diffraction-limited spot at the surface of the flake (red cross) and reconstructed spatial trajectory in red (Supplementary 
Video 3). Scale bar, 500!nm. Projected pixel size is 100!nm. b, Reconstructed trajectories showing successive activation of adjacent defects at the surface 
of the flake and colour-coded with increasing time. Localized defects are represented as dots, with the radius corresponding to the localization uncertainty. 
c, Schematic depicting luminescence migration events, consisting of successive (i) proton adsorption (appearance of a luminescence spot at the surface of 
the flake), (ii) excess proton hopping between surface defects (diffusion of the luminescence spot) and (iii) proton desorption from the surface of the flake 
(disappearance of the luminescence spot).
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